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BOOKS ON MOTORLESS FLYING.

by Robert Kronfeld.

Kronfeld

and

on Gliding

Soaring

The most interesting and informative book
on the subject that has yet appeared in English.
In addition to detailed accounts of famous
flights, including those by the author, it contains
chapters o-n elementary schooling; high perl
formance flights; distance, cloud and thunden
storm soaring; auto. and aero.towing; and
the design and construction of high efficiency
sailplanes. A book that will appeal alike to
beginners and to the advanced. 2 I /9 post free.
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Sailplanes
By C. H. Latimer Needha.ffi.

Motorless Flying
Edited by J. R. Ashwell-Cooke.

Gliding and Sailplaning
By F. Stamer a.nd A. Lippisch.

Gliding and Motorless
Flight

By L. Howard-Flanders and
C. F. Can.

Henley's A.B.C. of
Gliding and SaiJflying

By Major Victor W. Page.

A comprehensive treatise dealing with the
design, construction and pilotage of Sailplanes.
Indispensable to everyone who intends to take
up gliding seriously. I )/9 post free.

A comprehensive handbook written by
authors well qualified to deal with their reSI
pective subjects. It includes chapters on
elementary and advanced flight instruction;
construction, repair and maintenance; autol
and aeroltowing; elementary aerodynamics;
and meteorology. 8/. post free.

An excellent handbook for the beginner. It
represents the collective results of the writers'
experiences since I91I, related in a clear and
simple manner, and is admirably illustrated.

)/6 post free.

A practical up.to.date handbook giving expert
infcrmation regarding training of pilots, orgal11
izatio'n of gliding clubs, construction and repairs,
meteorology, etc.; with interesting facts regard.
ing past achievements and pilots, and official inl
formation regarding Certificates. Second edition.

. .8/1 post free.

A simple and practical treatise on modern
Gliding. It describes the construction, launchl
ing and control of the leading types of gliders
and sailplanes and gives instructions for building
a strong, yet :;imple, primary glider, including
workin~ drawings. I If. post free.
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A WARNING

I N recent months attention has been directed, on more
than one occasion, to the financial position of the
British Gliding Association. I';ver since its inception,

this organisation has had one long struggle for existence.
That it has been able to continue its activities for three
years has been due entirely to the interest of Lord \Vake
field, who has, with characteristic generosity, made
subst~ntial donations on two occasions.

Experience has demonstrated abundantly that the Asso
ciation, with its present organisation, cannot exist on
what might be considered its legitimate income-capitation
fees from affiliated clubs. fees for certificates of airworthi
ness, etc. If it is to continue, it must receive a definite
income in the form of a subsidy or otherwise. Tm; SAIL
PLANE Fund, by which it was hoped to raise a substantial
sum, has been a failure; all that can be said for it is
that it has prolonged the life of the RG.A. for, at the
most, a few month".

In an earlier issue we were able to report that the
Vice-Presidents of the Association had unanimously
decided, after careful investigation, to approach the Air
Ministry with a view to obtaining a subsidy. So far as

om information goes, the Ministry has not yet given its
decision on the matter. Unless a favourable reply is
received \\"ithin the next few weeks, or help arrives from
an unexpected quarter, there will be no alternative to the
Association suspending its activities. This does not mean,
necessaril~', that the Gliding Movement in this country
will die out, though it must receive a definite set-back.
The greater part of the real work connected with the
Movement is already performed by honorary officers, and
this, Ilresllmabl~', could be continued, although there is
a !,inJil to \-oluntary \\"Ork of this kind.

A question \\"hich concerns us more intimatelv is the
future of THF~ SAIl.PLANE:. Like the Association ~f which
this journal is the official organ, it has had a ceaseless
snuggle for existence. In spite of voluntary contributions
-and we should here like to express our sincere thanks
to those contributors who have made the continuation
of the paper possible-and low printing costs, THr,; SAIL

PLANE is not \.laying its way. Tbe income from any news
paper or periodical w-hich pays for itself is derived almost
entirely from its advertisement revenue. It is here that
our 0\\'11 paper is sevet-ely handicalJlJed. There is, as yet,
no 'real industry behind the Gliding Movement which can
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be depended upon for a steady flow- of advertising. Simi
larly, the clubs being dist.ributed over the country, there
is- no strong loca.l interest t.o attract advertisers. ~ever

the less, we believe that advertisers who patronise THE
SAILPLANE, with its low rates, would find it distinctly
profitable to do so.

The question which members of the gliding clubs have
to ask themsel ves is whether THE SAILPUlI:I;; is essential
to the Movement and, if so, ~\-hether publication should
cease even if the British Gliding Association has to suspend
its activities temporarily. It is, perhaps, imllcrtinen,t on
our part to attempt to answer these (juestons, but, accord
ing to our information, the general feel ing throughout tne
Movement is that the publication should be contmued at
all costs. It does, after all, form a definite link, not
only between those engaged in gliding in this country,
but also with other countries. It circulates in four of the
five continents (and we hope it ,,-ill shortly circulate in
the fifth), and receives contributions from many countries.
According to the latest available figures, the circulation
is steadily going LIp. If publication has to cease tem
porarily, it will take a long time to recover the groLlnd
that has been gained, with SOIHe expenditure of effort,
during the last few months.

If the Air Minist-ry decides within tbe next \\-eek or two
that it is in the national interest that the British Gliding
Association should continue its activities, and that the
cheapest form of contml would be effected by an annual
payment to the Association from public funds, these imme
diate questions will Cease 10 worry us, although other,
more serious, matters will then demand attention_ III the
meantime, we cannot afiord to live on hope, but must
face :FACTS. One is that it is definitely within the
bounds at possibility that the central organisation will
have to put up the shutters in the very near future; and
the second, no less open to doubt, is that the publication
of THE SAILPLANE may have to be suspended.

Elsewhere in Ihis issue ,,'e reproduce the first pari of
a discussion, by Professor Georgii, of the results achieved
at the Twelfth Rhon Soaring Contest in the summer of
1931. One has only to read this inspiring article to realise
how far we, in this country, have yet to travel. In
Germany the Gliding Movement is heavily subsidised, and
nobody acquainted with the true facts of the case will
deny that the progress achieved in that country has been
largely due to ,the supervisio.n of the central technical and
research institute-the Rhon-Rossiten Gesellshaft. What
we have lacked, hitherto, in this country has been technical
and scientifiC control, and we believe that no subsidy or
o,ther financial help will be really effective unless it pro
vides for this form of assistance for the Gliding Move
ment. We have reached a certain point, but what is now
required is a definite lead as to the form which the future
of the Movement is to assume. In our last issue we invited
correspondence on this subject. Nobody has, as yet, shown
any haste to voice an opinion on this vital matter. 'Ve
emphasised then, and we repeat, that this is, pernap"
the most pressing problem of the moment.

The present time is a critical one. It is not a question
o,f simply waiting and seeing what is going to happen.
Everyone who is really interested in Gliding must thra\\
off inertia and face the present situation. On the decisions
of the next few weeks will probably rest the making or
marring, for some years to come. of the Gliding Move
ment in England.

HA NGA. RS For SA1LPL!\NES
and GLIDERS

(As supplied to the London Gliding Club),
In Complete sections for Size 50 x 30 x 8ft. : .£107 10s.
easy erection or removaL Any size '10 order,

G ELLIS &C GAINSBQRO ROAD,.. ' 0., HACKNEY WICK, LONDON, E.9
Telephone: Amherst 1091 (4 lines).

GLIDERS ,FOR CLUBS
In considering the best means that a club may adopt

for training, I am here considering the training of a
soaring pilot; and the means are not supposed to be
,;uitablc for those \\-ithout the ability to get a " C."

Two years ago, the E'{Juipment necessar>' for a club
that hoped to turn out pilots who could fly high per
formance machines \vas clear. The ZOGLlNG or DAGLING
was for primar~- training, the PRUFLlNG was used to get
a " C," and the PROFESSOR was the ambition of the more
hopeful pilots. Of these machines the PROFESSOR was tOl)
heavv to be convenient for the private owner Or group,
and the performance of the PRUI'LDiC was not good enough.

Other methods of training are not discussed here because
1 have not enough kno\\"ledge of them to form an opinion.
One hopes that their protagonists can put them into
Ijractice, so that \\-e mav see their value.

To-day the situation is very different. The ideal equip
ment for a cl ub is, perhaps, a DAGI.IXC on whkh to learn
to fly, a HOts or,:R TF:UFEL on which to learn to soar,
and a FALKE or PRUFf.I:-':G on 'which to learn to fly better;
but it is pos,ible to do with less than this. For example.
it is possible to soar a booted DiWUNG, and a F ALKE or
KASSF:L 20 are so efficient that thev are reasonable machines
for the private group and are at" the same time more easy
10 fly than a PRUHING_ This is also probably true of the
GRCNAU BAllY.

Thus, ,,-hen members had become really pwficient in
soaring a DAGLlNG, t!cley would form private groups to.
buy or build one of these machines and would be able to
fly them safely, the first flights being made under easy
conditions and with advice from an experienced pilot. (An
aeroplane pilot should be able to make the step from a
DAGLlNG to the SCL'D or CRESTED WREN.)

The group would then enjoy two years of flying, making
duration fights at first and later, whenever conditiOns
were favourable, doing some distance or cloud flying.
Towards the end of this time, the more ambitious members
would begin to sell out to progress - to something of the
high efficiency type. such as the SCUD or CRESTED \VREN,
or whatever had taken their fancy, and which they would
by then be fu Ill' competent to fly.

" KENTIGERN."

n.G.A. DANCE,

Make a note of January 11th. From 9 p.m. to 2 a.m.
a reception and dance will be held at the Portman Rooms,
Baker Street, '\'.1. This dance is in aid of B.G.A. funds,
and deserves the fullest possible support.

1'.'1rs. J. A. Moll ison (Miss Am)' Johnson), who is one
of the Vice-Presidents of the B.G.A., will be present with
her husband and they will receive the guests.

Every effort is being made to ensure that the dance is a
huge success. The arrangements are in the hands lilf
Mr. \Valllington, whose capabilities on the social side
are well-known to everybody. 'With the help of an
enthusiastic committee he hils alread~i sold a large number
of tickets.

Make sure of your ticket no\\-. and get as many of your
friends as possible to come along.

" MALLITE" or "APPCO " WATERPROOF
SPECIAL
GLIDER-

Manu(aetured by the
.AERONAUTICAL & PANEL PLYWOOl),Co.,Ltd.

218-226, Kingslancl Road, London, E.2.
Telephone: BISHOPSGATE 5641.
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distance x (Fig. 11. the moment of inertia of the sailplane'
in the looping plane is so smalll that the fore and aft
control would be ultra-sensitive, and the damping very
sma'll. This would be largely remedied by the sweep
back already advocated in (1), increasing the distance x.

(3) However stable may be ·the C.P. of the chosen sec
tion inherently over the normal flight range, between the'
two extreme posit,ions of the C. P. in the high incidence
and nose-dive conditions there is bound to be some con
siderable movement of C.P.

For adequate control the fore and aft moment x (p, +P2)'
must compare f<1,vourably with that of an orthodox design.
The sweep back and choice of plan form will make x
sufficiently la,rge.
. For adequate stability the wing form must be such that
it has a very stationary C.P. over a \\-ide flight range of
angle of attack. This may be obtained by choice of a
section with a reflexed trailing edge (e.g., R.A.F. 33 and
34), or by " wash,ing out" the incidence toward, the tips.
A suitable combination of twist and sweep-back has to be
derived from formula.

As a cel-tain amount of aerodvnamic twist from mot to
tip does exist, wash-out of incide~ce, within limits, towards
the tips, makes for lateral control efficienc\'. For
stationary e. P. conditions the wash-out varies almost
inversely as the angle of sweep back, and, hap!}ily,
increase of aspect ratio allows further decrease of wash
out, eventually bringing it closer to the twist giving
highest aerodynamic efficiency.

Statical stability is further enhanced by advancing the
CG. slighHy. In a conventional sailplane the C.G. is
usually behind the aerodynamic centre, and stability is
obtained by the use of a tail plane. The advancement of
the C.G. in a tailless machine as, in fact, in any type,
bogey is practically laid by the tail'less type.

If statical stability is increased by moving the C.G. for
ward, the twist or wash-out must also be increased to main.
tain balance. This twist performs the same control func
tion as the tail plane does for a conventional type. It has
no effect on statical stability but must. be varied to obtain
balance according to the characteristics of the design.

Conlint/.ed on p.p. 259

THE TAILLESS SAILPLANE

During the past few years designers of sailplanes have
made pra.ctically DO advance in design from the point of
view of aero-dynamic efficiency. The little betterment of
gliding angle hand in hand with low sinking speed which
has been achieved, has only been at the expense of gigantic
wing span, and its consequent induction of great weight
and lack of man" uvrability. The late AUSTRIA bears out
this point to a marked degree.

Competing, OD the other hand, is an ever-increasing
school, whose doctrine is one of sacrifice of a certain
amount of gliding angle and sinking speed to obtain good
mano::uvrability.

In short, extreme pcrforn1ance is at present out of range
of adequate mano:uvrability.

Sal vation lies in SOlne new departure: either a revolu
tionary aerofoil section, or some new mutual arrangement
of sections; in allY case, in some completely unorthodox
adventure.

One such attempt we see in Mr. Nyborg's sailplane.
Possibly the designer has found the solution, and all of us
are looking forward eaged,. to the trials. For the moment,
hQwever, let us consider a design which, afier all, is not
so unorthodox, name'ly, the tailless sailplane.

Why have a tail? It is dead weight-anti-lifl. The
wings have to be designed with greater area or loading to
take the weight. The fuselage has to. be lengthened to
make the tail surfaces effective, and strengthened enor
mously to take tail loads. Up goes the weight again, and
down goe>t the performance.

True, the wings of a tailless type must be designed to
take considerable torsion loads, but the deep sections
employed in sailplane design lend themselves to this. The
increase in wing weight should be far more than offset
by the saving in empennage weight. Again, the orthodox
tail surfaces play havoc with the streamilines over the
fuselage at the end which matters most.

Away, then, with this excrescence, and let us see roughly
what problems arise without il.

First consider a rectangular wing with the pilot cradled
beneath in a streamline nacelle, and with the C.G. and
C.P. of no .. mal flight coir.lcident at about 0.3 of the chord
from the leading edge. Move the orthodox ailerons differ
entially and they will give lateral cor,tro!. Move them
up simultaneously, and, as they and the forces on them
(say, P, and P., a'Cting at cP, and cP. respectively) ue
behind the C.G. by a distance x, they- will increase the
angle of attack of the wing. Depress the ailerons simul
taneously and the reverse will hold good: the sailplane
\·vill dive.

Vlhat are the snags of such a simple' design, and their
remedy?

(1) Directional stability is inadequate because of the lack
of keel surface behind the e.G.

The wings must be " swept back" to give this stabil ity.
About 30 degrees is our limit, as beyond this point the
aerodynamic efficiency of the wing falls off rapidly.

(2) Owing to the very short length of the fore and aft

CELLON DOPE
FOR

SAILPLANES and GLIDERS
CeHon Ltd.. Upper Ham Road, Kingston-on-Thames

'Phone No. : KIKGSTO~ 6061. Telegrams: "AJAWB, PHONE, K[N(iSl'ON-O~-THA}IE8."
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TWELFTH RHON SOARING CONTEST
B)' Prof. Or. W. GEORGII.

193 I.

[vVe make no ajJDlogy, even at this late date, for repro
,ducing Prof. Georgii's discussion 01 the results of the
1981 Rhon Soarillg COlltest. A careful study of thes?
.1'eslllts will be particu.larly valuable al the present time,
when the future of the British Gliding M oVlf111ent is in
the buLallce, The paper has been ttal/sLated by jllr. 1·
Vanier, of the National Advisory .Committee for Aero
nalltics.--ED.]

The tm::lfth Rhiin foaring competition formed the fitting
conclusion of a period of glIding activities never seen
before. Throughout the months from spring until mid
summer the gl iding enthusiasts were much in evidem;e ill
,all parts of Genn:lny, trying for the Hindenburg Glider
Prize. Competition was benefited considerably by the
general introduction ot the towing glider in the spring
of the vear. Towed aloft 'by airplalle, it made ever)'
landinn' . field amenable for performance gliders which
heretofore had been restricted to certain localities.
Groenhoff's flight from Munich to Kaaden (Bohem,ia), an
air-line distance of 275 km. (171 miles), in particular,
had left a lasting impression of the great advantages of
towing gliders. Groenhoff and Riede'!'s excursion by
towed ,dider to Munich led others to undertake simila:
flights." It was soon followed by the thermic gliding
.experiments of Otto Fuchs in Berlin, which culminated
in a flight from Jlerlin to FrankfOrl on the Oder, a
distance of 80 km. (;30 miles), b)' Kronfeld's flights in
England, whose greatest achievement, apart from his
spectacular Chanllcl flight, consisted of a thermic gliding
flight from Lundon to Chatham. by Hentschel's ll'}-hour
flight at Di:rnherg, near Kassel, and hv Dinort's record of
11 hours and 3\) minutes at Rossitten.

Part of the ne"'er research problems embarked upon
last year was the glider expedition into the high Alpine
region of the Jungfrau in SwitzerlalJd. The crew of the
FAFl'I:lR-Groenhoff, Riedel and Harth--was given an ex

.cellent opportunity' for collecting first-hand data as to
the usefulness of gliders in the Alps. It is necessary
to recount the remarkable glider acl~ievements ahead of
the Rhbn Soaring Cont t. in order to understand the
tension and expectation Il'ith \I'hich t'he Rhon Contest
'was anticipated.

The large number of new gliders of groups making
their first appearal1ce on the Rhun, and the astonishing
number of juvenile flyers with "C" certificates, prove
that the numel'Ous local contests in various parts of the
country constitut an excellent preliminary training for
sailplane contests. In. piteof the extremely precarious
economic concl,itions, 59 sailplanes were entered, of which
49 appeared at the field.

The former method of grading the entries into schooling
practice and perfOl'mallce was retained in principle, even
though the gliding contest was eliminated. For, according
to the experiences from the 1930 contest, it was found
that a certain classification into junior, advanced, and
master groups I\'as absoll1'tely necessary-the first two
categories being admitted to the" practice" contest only
and comprising the pilots having but lately la few months
before} received their" C" licence and not having made
any duration flights of more than five hours, or those who
had not flown since 1928. The official certificate with
five sailplane flights of altogether 30 minutes' duration
was necessary to Qualify the entrant for the" perform
ance" contest. This method of grading has proved
eminentlY satisfactory,

Anotl~~r significant fact revealed by tl~e contest was that
in many cases the juvenile flyers had not enough ex
perience to fly performance machines, <lnd the result was
that many a promising-looking craft was crashed during
the first few days.

The l'ules governing the "practice" contest followed
'closely those of previous competitions; that is, primarily,
duration and altitude. The duration was rated, as in

former years, for total fligilt duration, and in two cate
gories: juniors "ithout experience, and juniors having
more than one hour's experience.

The \I'inners of the" practice" contest for total dura
tion, according to this rating, were the "\VUrtt. Luft
fahrtverband" under the leadership of Kunzer and
Hakenjos, and the gl ider of the "Arbeitsgemeinschaft
\Vurzburg" with Schmid and Endres as pilots, whereas
the winners of the altitude total were \V. 'feichmann,
Berlin, the" Akaflog !\1archo-Silesia" (pilot Pfeilfer), ilnd
again the "\VUrtt. Luftfahrtverband" (pilot Hakenjos).
In 1930 the total of the" practice" contest for greatest
total flight duration was 27 hours and 28 minutes; this
year it 'tOtalled \) hours less, which, however, is not to be
in terpreted as ,regressive. The best proof of the never
fading zeal and eagerness, particularly within the ranks
of the juvenile grollP. is the large number of flighrs
made, namely, 300 actual flights, as against 132 starts
in 19,30, The main reason for the smaller total duration
and the considerably less maximum duration of the in
dividual flights is traceable to the peculiar weather coi1
ditions. \Vest-slope \I'eather with amply strong, continual
,,'est "'inds, so t):pical of the 1930 contest, was altogether
lack,ing, except for a very few days.

During the entire ,econd half of the contest, in par
ticular, the <conditiorrs were altogether ilbnormal under
the influence of extremely bumpy, easterly winds. They
especially proved a clrawback for the duration flighb.
Besides, the upwind zones on the slopes facing south and
east are very narro,,")' restricted, and several gliders in
the air at the same time interfere with, if not actually
endanger, one another. In spite of this, Schmid, of the
"Arbeitsgruppe \Vtirzburg," made an exceptionally beau
tiful flight. He attempted, on July 28, to break the
Hhbn endurance record with the VVURZBURGER GENER.~L

A:,\ZEIG.;R. Although wholly unprepared, he decided to
stay aloft as long as possible, but was finally forced to
land a fter exactly 9 hours, because of rain and complete
abatement of the wind. Hemmer's 1930 record of !) hours
and :~6 min utes was not beaten.

Against th,is sholl'ing of the junior group, that of the
ad vanced flyers during the "practice" contest fell sur
prising:ly short. Of the eight entries, not one passed th('
minimum requirements of the prize rules.

Although there \I'as not as much flj'ing as usual because
of the \I'eather conditions, the days of the west winds
were that much more eagerly taken advantage of, and
many beautiful flights were made, notably the squadron
Jl'ight of July 28. \Vith Groenhoff in the lead, seven
juvenile flyers received their initiation into the secrets
of cloud sailing. It was a beautiful spectacle to watch
the )'oungsters imitate every curve of their leader, and
three planes, in fact-the OFF'ERMANN (pilot Teichmann)
with 3cj..6 km. (21.5 miles), the PROFESSOR (pilot Hakenjos)
with 29.8 km. .(18.5 miles), and the STADT STUTTG,~RT (pilot
Kunzer) with 24.8 km. {li5.4 miles}-were able to quali6'
for the consolation prize.

The chart (Fig. 11 shows fo\.'· groups of preferred flight
directions. The first ane! most extensively used is from
the vVasserkuppe past the Hohe Rhon northward toward
the Ochsen and Vacha, It is the favourite" "ehring"
route of 1927 and 1928, so popular with the younger groups
because of its favourable up-currents.

The second is eastward from the \Vasserkuppe over the
Hohe Than toward the Geba. The majorit), of gliders
followed this route in the storm-front flights of July 25
and August a. Altogether different from the normal front
thunderstorms out of the west, this storm of August :3
rose out of the east. It mOSt likel ' had the character of

-- ,----- ----,----------
*" Ergebnisse des 12. Rhon-Segelflug-vVettbewerbes

19:\1." From 7..eitschrilt IfI, Flugtec1mik und !Ifotor
luftscltitfahrt, Feb. 29" ]!):32, pp. 97-102; and March 14,
1932, pp. ] 25-132.
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Particularlv favourable thermic up-current conditions
prevailed ill' the second half of the contest, during the
long spell of warm east w'ind weather. The gentle south
east wind on August 1 was unsuited for slope sailing,
but eminentl)' fitted for essaying thermic sailing flight
with towed sailplan.e. The I'esearch institute of the R.R.G.
had offered a special prize for towed flight an light
breeze days, so as to give less experienced groul0S <l.

chance of becoming familiar with to\ving start methods.
On the afternoon of August I, pilot P. Riedel towed nine'
sailplanes into the air. Released at 300 m. (1,640 ft.),
Groenhoff ill FAFNIR staved aloft 1 hour and 42 minutes;
Hinh in Musn:Ru:, 1 h~ur and 37 minutes; and Kronfeld
in \\·If.N, 1 hour and 10 minutes. Conditions were very
favourable for the formation of convection currents. By
a dr~'-unstable state up to 2,000 m. (6,560 ft.), air masses,
r,isen orographically on the \Vasserkuppe, were free to
push on and upward. From 2,000 m. on, the air was
clamp-unstable, sa that air masses risen to this height
could continUE: to rise as cloud-upwind as soon as con
densation began. The ascent continues up to 2,400 m.
(7,874 ft.), w'here a strong temperature inversion forms
an effective intercepting layer. And Groenhoff's, as welI
as Hirth's flight are in perfect accord with these theories.
After un hooki ng fram the aeroplane, Groenhoff soared
along t1,e east slope of the vVasserkuppc till the released
slope currerlt had changed into a free, ascending warm
air current topped b~' a cumulus cloud, and in this con
vection current he gradually circled to greater height.
It is a characteristic of the ascending convection currents
formed from S!OI'JC up-winds that their up-wind zone from'

within the radius citecl above. The efforts of bath flyers
to push on from the Rohe Rhon to the vVasserkuppe",
to o,vercome this last but most difficult lap, were an
exciting fight for every metre of altitude. Groenhoff's
attempt, in particular, to obtain a last ounce of up
wind by skimming the tree taps, and Kronfelcl's three
time return to the Vlasserkuppe for a new start was a
sl-Jectacular and gripping sight. These flights of Kronfeld
for the Ochsenberg prize, one of which lasted aver seven
hour" arc new proof of the remarkable stamina ancl will
power of this pilot.

But the features which place this year's race at the
head of all previous ones are: the unique front sailing
flight b~' a squadron of 12, on July 2i>, in the face of an
approaching storm; Groenhoff and H,irth's 220 km. (136.7
mile..1 and 175 km. (108.7 miles) flights to IVlagdeburg
and Halle; further, the first thermic sailing flights of
over lOO km. (62 mil,es) namely, Hil'th's 102 km. (119.3
miles} to Broh! on the Mosel, Kronfeld's 1&5 km. (102.5
milesl la Arnsberg on the \VesUalen, and Groenhoff's
107 km. (66.5 miles) to Bad Nauheim. It is necessary,
in order to appreciate and clearly understand these flights,
to treat them in connection with an explanation of the
scientific )lfinciples of thermic sailin' flight.

The prevalence of ascending convection currents in the
free atmosphere is contingent upon the local aver-heating
of detached air masses above a given thermically favoured
territory, or upon tJle I iberation of diffused atmospheric
instability, which is produced by regional over-heating of
the nethermost air strata or cooling off at some height.
The escape of this instability, manifested b!' excessive
vei·tical temperature gradient, is brought about by the rise
of detached quantities of air, whether orographic by slope
up-current, frontal by frontal up-wind, or turbulent by
vertical displacement of air masses in turbulent layers.
Thp, ascend ing con vection curreM becomes a cloud up
curren t when air masses are elevated beyond their height
of condensation by any of tilese three methods of escape,
and attain llew buoy;tncy and acceleration Jo-,!' the heat of
condensation set free through cloud formation. The cloud
up-current has, in contrast to the thermically rising, dry
air masses without forming douds, the advantages, as·
far as sailing flight is concerned, of greater vertical extent,
greater vertical velocit~, and, lastly, of being mare readily
recognised. For that reason it becomes readily apparent
why thel'mic sailing flight in cloud Bp-winds preceded the
utilisation of up-currents without clouds or "invisible"
thermic up-winds.

'n.-"

-.
~~ Fig.l Distance flights during th~ 1931

_~~ Rhon contest.
a more local heat thunderstorm. No effective frontal up
current was ascertained. As a resul t, all the gliders had.
to land again in the neighbourhood of the 'Vasserkuppe.
These landings form the third intermediate group in
Fig. l.

The fourth group is towa,rd the east and the river
FUlda. Botsch covered this route of 19 km. (11.8 miles)
in 1923, the last time. The altogether abnormal east
winds during the second half of this year's cOHtest forced
the flyers into this direction for the first titne in eight
vears. These east winds, which at first threatened to
become disastrous, subsequently proved to be of great
value inasm,uch as thev turned the contest into entirely
new ~hannels ancl enh~ncecl the possibilities of thermic
sailing.

The rules governing the prize far reaching a prescribed
destination, run off every year during the performance
race, were much more exacting this year than heretofore.
\Vhereas last vear's rules stipu lated a fi ight of 15 km.
(9.3 milesl to -the Kreuzberg and return to the \Vasser
kuppe, this year's rules called for a flight with the
Ochsenberg near Vacha, a distance of 34 km. (21 miles),
as destination. The ,flight with fixed dest,ination Ihm
became more than 68 km. (42.3 miles) with start frol11
and return la the \Vasserkuppe. The flight to the Ochsen
was a comparatively easy stretch,whereas the lap, Rhon
Wasserku[Jpe was very difficult. The last 10 km. especi
ally, from the Hohe Rho", to the plateau of the '\·asser.
kuppe, through the downwind zone of the \Vasserkuppe,
presumes high-flying altitude, which can only be attained
b~' cloud-up-'wind on the Hohe Rhi'n. It was foreseen
Ihat this last stretch near the goal would call far extra
ordinary skill, and for that reason the rules did not
specify a return to the plateau of the \Vasserkuppe, but
merely a landing anywhere at the foot, providing the
distance did not exceed 1,500 m. (4,920 ft.) from the tap.
The prize was not contested. Birth and' Groenhoff almo,t
qualified far the entrance ru\.es by landing 1,000 m.
13,281 ft.) and 1,1500 m. (4,920 ft.l, respective!,', outside
of the prescribed 1,,500 m. radius. The flight put up b~'

Hirth, Graenhoff and Kronfeld to complete this race
victoriousl~' ,,-as almost dramatic. Again and again Hirth
and Grocnholf trier! before the~' finalh' effected a landinp

* ..
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Fig. S. Groenholf in "Fafnir," Aug. 1, 1931. Towed Start;.
released at 4,800 ft.

the pilot must rely on his " feel" or his variometer, in
order to orientate himself as to location, expanse and
strength of the" invisible" ascending air masses. This
method of thermic sailing flight was explored by the
remarkable French glider enthusiast, P. Idrac, in several
expeditions to North Africa in 1919-23. t Pursuing dif
ferent methods, the research institute of the R.R.G. uses
sounding balloons.

Fig. 4. Groenho,i in "FafDir." Aug. I, 1931
thermic sailing flight, \\'hich stipulates that the pilot must
utili,e as long as lJossible every indicated free up-wind
zone (,,-hether hy feel or, better, ,indicated b~' sens1itive
variometer) b~- continuous circling in the zone. During
this circling the pilot must attempt to attain the height
which enables him to continue until he finds a new up
wind 70ne. "'hen the ascending convection currents rise
beyond the height of condensation, the cumuli serve as
guide-posts to n('\\- up-currents. In the absence of clouds,

day. Groenhoff and Hirth utilised th favourabie thermic
condiltions prevailing that date for the first distance sail'ing
flights into \Vest Germany. Groenhoff landed after
107 km. (66.5 miles) at Laubach, neal' Bad :\ ellheim;
Hirth crossed the river Rhine, and landed at Brohl on
the Mosel, after covering a distance of 193 km. (120 miles).

This rapid development of ascending- convection current
sailing is due in a large measure to the to\\'ing of gliders.
It makes it possible to develop a s~'stematic method of

The Sailplane
- --_ .. __.---------------

Fig. 3. Hirth ill "Multerle," Aull" I, 1931 Towed start,
released at 4,800 ft.
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Fig. Z. Route of Hirth in "Musterle," ADg 1, 1931
.the wind\\-ard slope shifts more and more \\-ith the general
wind toward the leeward side, whereby the free up-current
ver)' often does not attain its greatest strength until it
reaches the leeward side, with the result that in the lee

.above llownward-slope. cunents the ascending convection
current is particularly powerful. This is well illustrated
by Hirth's and Groenhoff's flights. (See Figs. 2 to 5.)
In excellent agreement with the theory of vertical expanse
.of ascending convection currents, Groenhofl' reached a
maximum absolute ceiling of 2,300 m. (7,545 ft.), and
Hirth's route was "erv much like it. (See Figs. 2 and 3.)
Hirth's Right \\'as a[;o mainly made on the west slope of
the \\7asserkuppe despite the east winds, and this flight
likewise revealed the previously mentioned phenoll1enon
that the unstable energy set free on the windward slope
-of the mountain as a result of forced rise of the air,
shifts the strongest ascending convection currents far to
leeward.

On August 2 the thermic conditions on the \¥asserkuppe
,,-ere practically the same as the day before. The atmo
spheric instabil itl' was even higher. Up to 1,900 m.
(6,23'1 ft.) the air \\'as markedly dry-unstable, beyond it
and up to 2,200 m. (7,218 ft.) damp-unstable, \\'here, as
on the previous day, a strong temperature inversion formed
.an effective barrier. The entirely sllccessful Rights of
Pfeiffer, in his excellent SCHLESIEN IN );01', were <I revela
tion to the spectators. Taking advantage of the brisk
east wind, he flew the little-explored east slope of the
Eube and to the astonishment of all, reached a heig-ht
of 800 m.' (2,625 ft.) in very little time, -

His example was immediately followed by the other
enthll·siasts. The heights attained in the " practice" and
" performance" contests were practically all made that

---- ----_.- -
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(Co-ntinued from p. 2·55)
It can be shown that twist has no effect on the damping

of longitudinal oscillations. Unfortunately, whatever the
sweep' back and' aspect ratio, the damping of a tailless
type can never be so good as that of a conventional type
of similar efficiency. The twist also ensure that the centre
section of the wing stalls before the tips, thus giving
timely warning to the pilot before he loses aileron (or
elevator) control.

Directional control is generally effected by means of a
rudder placed at either tip, the one or the other being
turned out of streamline, thereby increasing the drag on
that \ling and so producing a turning movemeut in the
direction of the swivelled rudder. Tbese tip rudders
also hell'l t() increase the ef[icienc~' of the \ving by reducing
end loss. By rigging both rudders and/or fins \I'ith
trailing edges slightly out\vards, the surprising slight
directional stability resulting from sweep back ma\' he
Increascd. '

1""-----------'------------1

1...--- , , ,

Fig. Z

It can be seen from Fig. :2 that for a given area the
c.P. of tapered swept-back wings come- further for~vard
of cP, and CP2 than does that of a system of reclangula,r
WlllgS swept back the same number of degrees. 1n s'nort,
distance x in the fOFmer ca.se is increased, while, lnoident
all~', the tapered lying means greater efficiency.

The pilot must sil either at above or below the co
incident C.P. and C.G. in the ~ase of a sailpla~e (where
the pilot at one end of the fusel'age or nacelle cannOlt be
balanced by an engine at the other end), which means that
he must be above, in or below, the wide centre section of
a tapered wing. Both from the all-important aspect of
field of vision, primarily for safetv and secondarilv fol'
observing clouds and terrain, and f;'~m that of the n~celle
fuselage interfering with the concentration of \\,in« <UTa
imrned,iately around it, it would appear that the pla~ form
adopted by Capt. Hill wins. Here the wings also tapeJ'
from an " elbow" (at about 1/:3 semi-span from root) to
the pin-jointed roots, and are strutted at the e1 00WS.

Aftel' all, surely, Nature's feathered soarcrs must be righl!

-------_._----

~~:l
(Pt

Fig 3. llIustrating high torque produced by W. acting at e.G.
behind spar roots.

It can be seen that, as a result of the s\\'eepback, the
c.P. and C.G. both must Ue behind the \\"ing spar roots
(Fig. 8). This means that the weight of nacelle and pilot,
etc., acting clown tluough the C. C. at distance \. behind
the roots is producing a wrsion moment (which i;;' the pro
duct of the weight, wand y) at the spars.

A t,hick (·entre section will considerablv reduce the tor
sion, but this o.nly entails a !Joor aspect ratio and bad
field 0'1 vision. 1ncreased structUl'al strength and conse
quent wing weight is thus essentiall• ~otice Ihat the
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THE SAILPLANE AND GLIDER is published
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advancement of the C. G. advocated previously is here an
asset in reducing the torque.

The pilot may now be cradled beneath the wing. This
will give him the best field of vision, and' better the
-stability of the sailplane. The periodicity of this pendu
lum-as it were-must be well out of resonance with that
of oscillation of the wings.

So much for a brief survey of the general characteristics
of tailless machines. The mathematical calculation of
stability derivatives, etc., is very complex, but results
merely prove \yhat commonsense suggests would be correct.
Models can be constructed simply, accurately and in
expensively, and from their behaviour in flight one can
gain a good deal of instruclion in the habits of tailless
sailplanes. It is fairly safe to predict that one day practi
cally all types of heavier-than-a,ir aircraft will be tailless.
Hen Li!ljlisch has already proved the superiority of the
type, and one wonders whether British designers are fully
awake to its possibilities-or are they chopping off tails
secretly?

Someth,ing desperate will have to be done if we are to
avoid a cul de sac.

1.. P. MOORE.

A SAILPLANE COMPETITION.
Until fmther notice a yeaf"s subscription to THl!J

KULPLAN F. will be present.ed for the best photograph
received during anyone month, illustrating any feature
of the Gliding Movl'ment such as the activi,ties of Clubs,
etc,

Phot.ographs, which mllst be original, should be ad
dressed, "The Editor of THE SAILPLANE, 43, Chancery
Lane, London, \V,C.2." Envelopes should be marked
"Competition" in the top left-hand corner. The com
petitors name and addres and club (if any) should be
written on the back of the photograph. Descriptive
matt.er, which should be brief, snould be written on the
back of the photograph or on a separate sheet of paper.

The Editor reserves the right to publish any photo
gral)];l submitted whether a winning photograph or
otherwise. The Editor's decision on all matters will be
final.

PATENTS.

A'P' THURSTON & CO., Patents, Trade Marks and
desigurs.-Bauk Chambers, 329, High Holborn,

W.C.I. Ho!1wrn 2542.
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BIRD FLIGHT. I1I
By C. H. L<\TIMEj{.);EI::DHA""/!, ~'I.Sc., F.R.Ae.S,

flapping Flight-True Path of Wing.

In the previous section, the path of the wing relative
to the body has been dealt with, together with the path
of the body during flight, and it is now possible to com
plete the analysis by superimposing the wing movement
on that of the body.

No scales were given by Marey for the body path curve
of Fig. 5. It is jJossible to· obtain the horizontal scale
with a fair degree of accuracy, since the speed of flight
and time of wing-beat are known. The lluzz<1I'd make~

three wing-beats per secol1d, and therefore the time for
one beat is, of co.urse, one-thinl of a second, whilst the
speed of flight is generally somewhel'e about fifly feet per
second, but in this case the bird was laden with apparatus,
was impeded by the drag of cable and tubes and had not
time to get into its stride owing to the constricted space
in which the experiment took place, so that a speed of
only thirty feet per second may be more correct.

This will be the average speed during a complete wing
beat, for it is qu,ite obvious that there must be some
fluctuations in the speed during each stroke.
Velocity Variation 01 Bird duriug Wing"beat.

It might at first be imagined that there would be a gain
in velocity during the down stroke, with a corresponding
falling-off in the up stroke, and this would probably be
the case if the wings had only an "UIJ and down"
movement relative to the body, without any horizontal
component, whereas actuall y the motion is more invol ved,
By taking a series of photographs, at one.fiftieth of a
second intervals, of a seagul,l in flight, Marey* found
that the speed varied between six and eight metres PCI'

second; the slower speed being IV hen tile wing reached
the top of ,its stroke, and the higher va Iue coinciding
with the lowest position.

From investigations so far made by the writer, it
appears that there is a gradual loss of speed during the
first half of the down stroke (while maximum lift ,is
being obtained), followed by a faidy rajJid acceleration
during the third quarter of the revolution. After th,is
point there commences a second falling-off of speed,
which lasts until the wing is roughly half-way up again,
when acceleration recommences. There are, then, two
periods of maximum velocity, namely, at the commence
ment of the down beat, and again when the wing has
descended about three-quarters of the stroke.

The explanation of this velocity variation may he
sought in the circular mot'ion of the wings previousl y
described. As the wing descends, accompanied with a
forward movement, the centre of pressure is displaced'
forward so that a climb results and speed tends to fall oll.
The third quarter of the down stroke is devoted SOleI v
to forward acceleration (this will be shown more clearly
later), after which the velocity decreases again until, the
wing having moved back behind the bird's centre of
gravity, a diving position is induced with a consequent
regain of speed. The slowing-up process dur,ing the early
part of the up stroke has been shov;n in the diagram

*., Le Vol des Oiseaux," E, ]. Marey, Paris, 1890.

of muscular movements to be due to the action of the
air-stream in lifting the wing.

It is 110t intended that the above outline of the velocity
variation should be regal'ded as concl usi ve, as it is hoped
to make this the subject of further investigation. Further
more. it appears probable that the tail is caused to move
up and down during flapping flight to counteract to sOme
extent the changing' position of the centre of pressure of
the \\ings, but this also may be more fully gone into at
a later date.

Owing to the double fluctuation of speel! during each
wing-beat. it is fairly certain that the total speed variation
is of a small order, and so, for want of more accurate
information, the velocity will be taken as constant through
oul the revol ution in the following work. Corrections
to alow for this may be made later.
Flight I'atll 01 "'fug.

Reverting to the problem of obtaining the tTUe path
of the wing during flapping flight, the body curve of
Fig. 5 has been set out in Fig. 7 with the rise and fall
in correct proportion to the distance travelled (the total
vertical distance through which the body moves has been
carefully estimated. It is not intended to be strictly
accurate, but any small error will not appreciably affect
the main problem), and on it have been marked out equal
time intervals, each dot representing, more or less, the
wing-root attachment point.

The wing positions of Fig. 3 have next been transferred
to Fig. 7, so that at each time interval the wing is shown
in its proper position relative to the body, and thus the
curve, for the portion of the wing being considered, is
obtained superposed on the body curve, and this is the
true flight path. (The correctiOn for the a.xis of move
ment not being horizontal, as mentioned in Part I, has
been made by twisting the axes through an angle of
10 degrees.)

It may be mentioned that before the wing pOSItIOn,
relative to the bocl~' curve, as shown in Fig. 7, W!lS

adopted, many different positions were tried out; that is
to say, bl' moving the wing curve from left to right,
in order to make sure that the correct combination had
been obtained. Curiously enough, the chosen arrange
ment was the first to be tried and it was final I" selected
for the following reasons:- '

(a) It was the onl~' combination to give the wing path
a smooth continuous curve, free from excessive undula
tions.

(b) The incidence of the wing throughout the complete
stroke kept within the most reaso'nable limits for this
curve. In the other positions tl'ied, excessive positl ve
incidences often appeared where it w:lS considered most
lInlikel~' t'hat they should be 'found; :lnd

(cl The positions of body and wing arc identically those
that would be expected from the curves of Fig. 5, giving
the vertical body oscillation and the muscle movements.
For examllle, it "'ill be noticed in Fig. 7 that towards
the end of the dO\nl stroke the "'ing incidence changes
to nepHive in order that the resultant force should be

~.

Fig. 7. Paths of Wing and Body during Flight, and Win: Incidence.
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NEWS FROM OVERSEAS

The monthly dinner of the French era Club on
:\fovember 10th was devoted to' motorless f1}'ing. About
one hundred people II'ere present.

M. Massenct, discmsing the results already obtained,
stated that there were about 200 gliding greups in France
and 2.50 machines. The period of short flights was now
ended, and they were about to put up big performances,
thanks to the organisation of regional gliding grounds.

A Soviet Gliding Meeting has been held recently in
the Crimea. According to- newspaper reports, the pilot,
Golovin, remained in the air with passenger for 10 hrs.
,56 mins. The flight was carried out at night. (The pre
vious record with passenger was 9 hrs .. 21 mins., which
wa" established by Schutz, in Germany, in 1926.)

Another pilot, Stepancbenok, who was towed to the con
test by aeroplane, nine hundred miles, from Moscow, made
29 loops in one uninterrupted ,flight.

The highest flight was achieved by Gabrisch, who
reached 2,200 metres (7,2.50 feet). It is reported also (but
not confirmed) that GololVin broke the world's duration
record by remaining in the air for 40 hours 50 mins.

l To be contin1led.)

Fig. 8. Attitudes during Flapping Flight reconstructed from Fig. 7

directed fOl"\mrcI for an increase of speed, while it will
be noticed at the same time that the body tends to fall.
And again, in the middle of the up stroke the incidence
increases somcII'hat (where the elevator muscle comes into
play), "'hich accounts for the up"'ard movement of the FRANCE.
oody gained in the UjO stroke of the wing.

It is not claimed that this represents a perfectly true
pictun: of the wing and body movements and position
during flight, but it is only reasonable to assume that
it gives at least a very fair indication .of the method
employed for flapping flight.

The measurements made by rVIarey on the wing and
body wer-e not done simultaneously, and therefore it is
quite probable that the t,,·o CUITes chosen for the com
bination are not in complete agreement, and, furthermore,
JV!arev assumed for his measurements that the bird's body
remained in a horizontal position throughout the stroke. GLIDING IN THE CIUMEA.
It is very improbable that this is the case, since it would
be expected that IIhen tJle wing is in the fonvard position
a turning movement "'ould be set up, tending to raise
the bird's head, and that the opposite effect would be
present when the ,,-ing is in the back posit'ion. This
tendencv would be coullteracted to sOllle extent bv means
of the -tail, but cinematograph photographs hav~ shO\I'I1
that actuallr some indination of the longitudinal axi,
does take place. It is only fair to add that in Le Vol des
Oiseflm: Marey states that the bird's axis inclines upwards
during the down stroke and downwards on the retum.

Some allowance for this could be introduced, but it is
doubtful whether the present analysis would be benefited
to any material extent. The resul t of such a correction
would mean an increase in the wing angle of attack in
the region where the body and wing paths first cross,
Fig. 7, and a decrease in incidence in the neighbourhood
of the second intersection, al1d in both cases this would
appear, from an inspection of the diagram, to be an
improvernen t.

Fig. 7 may therefore be taken to represent the general
behaviour of the wing and body during flapping flight.
Commencing at the left-hand end, the wing is seen to
be descending at a fairly large angle of incidence, causing
the body to rise at a steacly rate. A change to a slightly
negative incidence is then made for the purpose of in·
creasing the forward speed, and this is accompanied by
loss of height. The wing then begins its upward stroke,
for a small portion of which it is again presented at a
positive incidence and thus makes possible a regain in
height.

The lines connecting the various wing positions Ivith
the relative body positions have been drawl1 in to show
the movement of the wing in relation to the body, and
these lines represent the approximate positions of the
humerus bone during flight.

From this figure it has been possible to obta,in Fig. 8
by drawing in the bird's wing and body. more or less to
scale, in the positions already fixed, and thus a recon
struction of the flight as observed by Marey, forty years
ago, has been achieved.

Similar series of photographs, depicting birds in the
various positions shown in Fig. 8, were actually taken
by Mare)', but it is 0.£ interest to carry out the present
reconstruction, and. moreover, it acts as a check to tb·
previous work.
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CORRESPONDENCE

December 9th, 1932

PIlIMAIlY versus DUAL INSTRUCTION.

Sir,-This is a good scrap. Pllease let me come in on it.
B1ack-Out_ This is a physiological phenomenon, giving

rise to temporary blindness, which assails a Schneider Cup
pilot if he turns too abruptly on the morning after a party.
It bears no relationship to the infantile paralysis of a
would-be glider pilot who is going through his first
launches by catapult. This paralysis is identical with the
initial troubles of learning to ride a bicycle the
loss of volition, the terror, the vice-like grip on the handle
bars, and the final hypnotised crash into the only obstacle
for miles around.

Fancy Landings. There is a type of motor-cycle rider,
actor. footballer. roller.skater, motorless flier-what you
like-whose overwhelming instinct is to play to the gallery.
In soaring, since he spectators are concentrated at the
launching or landing point, the gallery-pilot specialises
on flashy take-offs and landings and never goes far afield.

The genuine sailor-boy looks upon efficiency in launches
;lnd landings as a necessity, but a <dratted nuisance j the
main thing is to FLY, to fly in all weathers, winds and
temperatures at the greatest possible height, and always
to return the ship intact. On the touch-line of a football
matcb a thousand spectators may be cheering themsel ves
sick; but the genuine Rugby forward sees everything,
except the ball, as a blur, and hears nothing except his
own smothered oaths. In soaring, if you really mean busi
ness, you are conscious of nothing except the job in hand.
You are utterly alone with the machine, with the designer's
ghost at your elbow.

Any chuckle.beaded "C" pilot can dump a boxed-in
primary on to a cabbage patch. But landing a reasonably
,..ffident 'D.'lcbinc on the same cabbage patch is a gdm
business, grimmer than a high-wire act at a circus, and
depending upon a form of trick-flying whid1 has little
connection with aerial sailing.

Auto·Towing. The competence of any form of dual
instruction is. directly proportional to the competence of
the instructor. But don't drag into the argumen,t a poor
boob who, after receiving little or no desirable &timulus
from his first th.irty hand-launches in a primary, survived
two unreleasecl SOLO auto-tows, barely got away with his
first released SOLO tow, and got what was coming to him
on a second released SOLO tow . the wind being
bad enough to make a Moth fly through the telegraph
wires, to smash an auto-giro, aod to make a Redwing fluff
a landing twice running, on the same aerodrome on the
same afternoon.

To drag SOLO auto-towing into an argurJo1ent concerning
primary versus dual instruction is prima facie all the point.
In any case it is rather embarrassing for the mythical (?)
poor boob. All that happened subsequently was that th.e
P.B. pulled through. to a state of comparative bliss hy
joining an efficient club, after a full and voluntary con
fession, and by simply sticking it out. This instance
proves nothing except the lack of scruples in the man
who used it for his anti-primary argument; it is just
possible that it also shows the capacity of a good instructor
to succeed where a bad instructor fails.

But this argument is too good for it to be allowed to
come down to mere bickering. Somebody once said,
" Together we stand. divided we fall." There is some
thing in that. There is also something in the saying that
part of the attraction in motarless flying is the amiable
comparing of notes with the genuine triers in the game
~nd in having your leg pulled by those same people.

THE POOR-BOOB-IN-QUESTJON.

TUE MOTOIl·ASSISTED GUDE~.

Sir,-Mr. Lowe-Wylde, in his letter published in the
last issue of TlIE SAILPLANE, raises a question which is,
I suggest, t!'ie most important which has received publicit)'
in your columns for some time.

\\!ith his characteristic energy' and initiative, to which
the Gliding Movement already ol·ves so much, Mr. Lowe
\Vylde has produced a motor-assisted g'lider which he has
alreadr flown sufficientlv to demonstrate the Dossibilitie,
of this type of airoaft. - -

Quite apart from the decision of the Air Ministry I-egard
ing Mr_ Lowe-\Vylde's mach,ine, it is, 1 think, of vital im
portance to the GI iding Movement to decide without delay
what shall be the attitude of the movcment to motor
assisted machines. There are three main considerations
which have direct bearing on this question:-

(I) The motor-assisted glider, by whatever name it b;-~

called, is quite definitely the offspring of the Gliding Move
ment. By reason of its construction. design, performance
and pilotage, it is undoubtedly much more closely related
to the motor less glider than to the so-called light aeroplane.

(2) If the Air Ministry regulations were altered so as
to remove the great and altogether unnatural barrier
which is at present fixed between the motorless and the
motor-assisted glider, the latter would, I suggest, rapidly
develop into a most va'luable and important adjunct to the
movement. Quite a!)art from the training possibilities of
the motor-assisted glider, it would be of great advantage
to the clubs to be able to offer facilities for power gliding,
so that the support could be attracted and maintained of
those aviation enthusiasts who lack the perseverance or
ability to become good soaring pilots.

(3) However distasteful the idea of motor-assisted flight
may be to the more idealistic of our soaring enthusiasts,
it cannot be (Ienied that the movement is badly in need
of the wider support which its introduction would bring.
In spite af the achievements of the London Gliding Club
and the determined perseverance of a handful of Pro
vincial Clubs, it is, unfortunately, obvious that all is not
well with the Gliding IVlovement in tbis country, mainly
because the movement is not large enough to support
itself properly. The dubs need more members; the B.G.A.
neecls more financiat support; and even THE SAILPLANE
needs more readers.

The three considerations tabulated above lead me to·
affirm that the Gliding Movement should lose no time in
tak,ing the fullest possible advantage of the development
of the motor-assisted glider.

The first step is, of course, to persuade the Air Ministr"
to remove the barrier which separates the Gliding Move
ment from its latest offslH'ing. In the first place, motor
assisted gliders, I\'hich could be defined bv a limitation of
horse-po\\'er, should be handed over to tl~e control of the
B.G.A.• in the same manner as motorless aircraft. In
the second place, the B.G.A. should exercise this control
with a minimum of bureaucratic expense, granting C.'sof
A. and p,ilots' eert,ificates on the san1e terms as for motol-·
less gliders, and appointing comp,etent local inspectors
and instructors wherever possible.

It is oot, I think, unreasonable to expect this_ I would
even suggest that any phase of flying which can be carried
out on a motorless machine, including cross-country flying,
can be carried out with an equal, or even greater, degree
of safety in a power-assisted machine. Moreover, just as
high a standard of airworthiness is necessary for a sailplane
as for a powered glider, and there is no reason whatever
why it should be more difficult or expensive to get C. of A.
for the one than for the other.

This is, of course, a matter for the B.G.A. to take up·
with the Air 1l'Iinistry, and, presumabl)'. this is being done.
The movement as a wl10le should, however, realis'El that
here is a valuable opportunity-an opportunity not merely
to sinnl~lify training or }lfovide facilities for inexpensive
power flying, but also a development which will enable the
Cl iding Movement to progress and expand, to the ultimate
bel1efit of the science and sport of motorless Soaring flight,
which must always be regarded as the highest aim of the
movemel1t.

NORMAN H. SHARPE.
Chairman, Bradford and County Gliding Club
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NEWS FROM
THE CLUBS~

Buxlon soaring tbe "Scud 11" al Dunstable.

B~ADFOIW AND COUNTY GLIDING CLUB.

Sunday, November 20.
During the morning and afternoon several attempts

were, made on the nacelled DIXON to increase our times
on the West slope, but with the wind at only 10 m. p. h.
from S.S. \V., this was well-nigh impossible. It was very
iJleasing to notice how the refinements to DIXON showed
to advantage in her im.proved performance and directional
man~uverability.

After a launch to about 50 feet, on turning south along
the ridge into the wind, the DIXON would maintain her
height for about 200 yds. until the turn was reached;
here, the sharpest of turns was too wide for the machine
to remain in the area of lift, narrow as this was, because
of the acute angle of the wind to the face of the hill.

Stedman and Tillet are our aces up to the present,
with Ha twell leading the high-speed section. Holdsworth's
handling of the DIXO:-; showed steadiness and careful
judgment which should serve him well with his new home
constructed Sailplane which is nearly ready for its trials.

Ground training continued on the plateau throughout
the day with the novices, of whom Jowett showed marked
progress.
Sunday, November 27.

According to weatller reports, we were between two gales,
one covering Southern England and the other in Scotland.
\Vind was well set in the \Vest, but rather too vigorous
and gusty. After much debating as to the intensity of
the gusts, four of us decided it was worth while testing
from the crest of the \Vest slope. As no A, S. r. was
handy in a detached condition, we carried Hol':!sworth's
new fuselage, complete with its instruments, from the
hangar to the ridge. About six feet from the ground
the wind strength was about 22 m.p.h., but the gusts were
well over 30 m.p.h., 0 we decided that discretion was the
pal icy of the day.

Later, during a fair spell, Holdsworth's si\ilplane was
rigged and passed O.K. ready for her trials next week.

DO~SET GLIDING CLUB.
November 20.-DAGI.lNG primaT)' was worked all day in

a light S. W. wind. All flights except one (5-5 secs.)
were of 1 min. and upwards in duration. Rolfe gained
his "n," after several weeks of striving, during w'hich
he has made many excellent flights with the necessary
turns, but a few seconds short of the required duration.

November 26.-Saturday afternoons are short nowadays,
nevertheless a favourable wind invited us to turn up on
this day, and those who responded will agree it was worth
the effort. DAGLlNG primary was launched in a brisk
westerly wind, and the first flight, carried out by Laver
during a rain squall, produced a duration of 7 mins.
15 secs.-the best yet recorded on the Club's primary.
Davis followed with 1 min. 30 secs., and Rolfe with
1 min. 4 "'ecs.

November 27.-Wind YV.N.W. fresh. Both machines
were flown. DAGLIl\G'S flights ranged from 48 secs. to
1 min. 30 secs.

Owing, however, to a northerly tendency in the wind,
coupled with the limitations of the site, it was difficuTt
to find a suitable launching spot for' DORSLING (seconrlarl"L.

and the two launches tried both resulted in forced landings,
the first on the hill-top and the second lower clolYn, when
damage to the port wing and a strut prevented further'
flights.

LONDON GLIDING CLUB.

On Sunday, ovember 20, the wind blew obliquely to-
the line of the hill into the Bowl. Later it backed until
it was parallel to the hill. In the HOLS Hiscox soared
for 20 minutes and landed on the top. In the\VRE;l1
Dewsbery soared' over and about the Rowl for 1 hour
5 minutes; CoUins flew her down twice. vVilliams flew
the Club PROFESSOR. Buxton soared the SCUD for about
10 minutes; Major Petre flew her dOIl·n. Dent Junior,
obtained a nice" A J, in the vVatson R. F.D. j McDougaH
fle\\' down with great determination, causing the wings.
and nacelle to smoke. There were other miscellaneous
descents, too many into the ploughed land, for which
breach of Northern Etiquette the proposed penalty is the'
purchasing of six bottles of beer for general consumption.

On Saturday, November 26, the haulage gear being'
de-rigged, the WRF.N was wafted up the hill by hand;
l'vIajor Petre and Dewsbery made a twenty-minute flight
each.

On Sunday, November 27, the south-west wind in the
morni,ng was downright vicious, full of hair-raising gustS
and surges exceeding 35 m.p.h. clear of the hill-top. A,
" very deep depression" was careering across the North
of England, leaving a trail of lifeboats and inverted
perambulators. Liverpool recorded a gust of 70 m.p.h.

In the PRon:SSOR the air-speed indicator jerked about
from 28 to 45 m.p.h., regardless of the controls. POOT'
Call ins, 750 feet above the hill 011 his first soaring flight
in this machine, was jerked off his seat until both belts
came undone, whereupon he called it a day. The KASSEI.
two-seater dropped a wing so decidedly that the pilot as
a last resort spun her round downwind in a circle and
then continued to soar. His hair \\'as snowy-white when
he landed after 40 minutes, i his passenger was last seen wan-·
dering quietly over the wintr~' fields, looking in vain for
the wherewithal to make a daisv-chain. One of the club.
elders, Elisha by name, boldly e~lbarked in the PROFF.SSOR,
but found the chariot firily resemblant to that of Elijah ~

he therefore landed within three minutes.
The \VR.;N hovered about for 40 minutes, hunting for

a calm spot, but could only find volcanoes, waterfalls,
rapids and whirlpools. The \Vhipsnadc Bump was in such
good form that the pilot emerged singing "Don't go
down the Mine, Daddy; there's PLENTY of coal in the
cellar," accompanied by occasional twangings from the'

TUITiON.
LIVE AND LEARN AT PHILLIPS & POWIS

SCHOOL OF FLYING, Reading Aerodrome. Com
fortable residential accommodation at economical.rates.
The very highest standard of instruction by late instruc
tors of the R.A.F. Take a 15s. trial lesson at the'
country's most up-to-date flchool.
Reading Aerodrome. Sonning 114.
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EXTI{ACTS FnOI\l pnOCEEDINGS OF TUE 42nd MEETING
OF TUE COUNCIL OF TUE BRITISU GLIDING
ASSOCIATJON,

Ueld in the Library 01 the Royal Aeronautical Society on
Monday, 21st November, at 6.30 p.m.

B.G.A. DANCE.
A Reception and Dance in aid of B.G.A. funds will be

held at the Portman Rooms, Baker Street, \V.1, on \Ved
nesday, January 11th, 1933, 9 p.m. to 2 a.m.

Miss Am)' ]ohnson (Mrs. ]. A. Mollison), who is one
of the Vice-Presidents of the R.G.A., will be the guest
of honour.

Mr. and Mrs. Nlollison will receive the guests.

Tickets (10s. double) may be obtained hom the British
(;hcling Association, 19, Berkele)/ Street, London, \"'.1.

Present: E. C. Gonion England (Chairman), C. H. Latimer Need
ham, F. Entwistlc, G. R. Paling, C. H. Lowe ,.vy.lde •. 1\~iss J~~u ~Inck,
S. HUlllphries. A. N. &'ratton, C. 11. Ja<:ksol1, r. Pllhng, ~lr GIlbert
\Valker, ~. \Vhidbornc (lion. Tr('n~nr(,T) and the Secretary.

The 1932 Competitions. The accoun ts in respect of the
Furness ['''leeting were presented by Mr. F. Pilling
(Chairman of the Contest Committee), and formally
adopted.

The H.G.A. Dall,e. The Gene,ral Purposes Committee
was empowered to carry out the arrangements for a
dance 10 be held on January 11th at the Ponman H.ooms.

Motor-Assisted Gliders. The Council considered a reso
lution, proposed by Mr. Lowe \\Tilde, to the effect
lhat the policy of ~ponsoring the motor-assisted glider
should be considered as a means of consolidating the
British Gliding Movement, but decided to defer considera
tion of the matter until it had been considered in all its
aspects b)' the Technica'l Committee.

Official Observers. Messrs. Hastwell, Stedman and 'fillett
"'ere appointed as official observers to the Bi'adford and
COUllty eliding Club.

Date 01 Next .Meeting. It was decided to hold the next
meeting on December 19th, at the same time and place.

.drag-wires caused by the impingement of the greater gusts.

After lunch, Mole turned up, full of a thirst for first
-hand knowledge. (There's nothing like it, cost what it
ma)'). But the wildness having gone out of the wind, he
had to content himself with heavy rain and some practice
jn approaches for hill-top landings. He then handed the
two-seater to the morning-pilot, who sailed round com
fortablv in the dusk and delivered the machine to the
hangar~ by air, as required, thus edifying his p<lssenger,
Young Sproule. The glass was now rising fast (so were
the bar-takings), the trough having passed by with maxi
mum aerial emotions at about 1 p.m.

Power-pi lots of repute say that you have to go soaring
before you know what a bump really is. It is nice to
know tl~at the)' do not have all the fun. \Vh)' crash blindly
through the billows in a destroyer, when the use of a
dinghy will enable yOu to give each facet of each billow
your deliberate, meticulous and sympathetic attention?

Another thing. The text-books (bless 'em) are right
.again. On a genteel soaring day the factory-chimney
smokes trail away in long smooth ribbons. But on Sunday
.morning the smokes were demented. One look at them
was quite enough for an)/ pilot in mid-air; it kind of
undermined your last-trace-but-one of normal optimism.

Owing to the absence of Mr. Ashwell Cooke in foreign
parts, we have been forced to find another Chairman who
(;an keep up the pace set throughout the past three years.
This is hardly the place to express the unanimous grati
tude of the Club to\rarcl Major Petre for taking Oil the
thankless and extremely difficult job. \\re now have re
newed hope of continuing to make hricks with an ever
lasting shortage of straw. If we make a mess of it under
his leadership, it \I·ill be our fault.

During the week-ends from September 18th to ~ ovember
27th the CRESTED WRE"" has knocked up a fiying time of
15 hrs. 11 mins.

TWO QUESTIONS FOR CLUBS.
I.-Do you send your Club News regularly to

THE SAILPLANE?

2.--18 every member of your Club a. subscriber
to THE SAILPLANE?

OFFiCIAL NOTICES

The "Sailplane & Glider"

wishes its Overseas Readers

A Happy Christmas

and a

Prosperous New Year.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS."

Many advertisers have supported the I1 Sailplane (:; Glider" as a gesture of
friendliness to a publication unique in the worlds of pioneering effort and sport,
without calculating with too great a nicety the immediate and tangible benefits that
might: accrue from their investment.

The following letter from the President of the Central Scotland Air Yachting
Club indicates that readers appreciate this fact, and that they are acting in that spirit
which places business dealings on the right plane-a level free from depressions and
adverst conditions, economic and otherwise.

Glasgow,

September 12, 1932.

The Editor, "The Sailplane."

Dear Sir,

It has. been on my mind for a couple of months to
let you know that I was able to put some business of a friend
of mine in Glasgow in the way of your Advertisers, Messrs.
Austin, Reed & Co", purely because they support the" Sailplane."

I naturally propose to follow suit myself as soon as
occasion arises.

Messrs. Reed might like to know that their advertise.
ments have been worth at least £11 to them which otherwise
would have gone elsewhere.

Yours faithfull~.

(Signed) E. T. H. GODFREY.

The ., Sailplane (:; Glider" circulates in every country in Europe (except Russia
and Scandinavia), Canada, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, British East Africa,
Egypt, Palestine, the United States of America and South America.

The nature of its circulation is such that each t:ssue has at least 5000 readers, all
of W/t01tf, are equipped with P'U1c/tasl:ng Pm~er and the desire to apply it in a1'ty
direction that will help the Gliding Movement.

Copy and instnlCtions for advertisements should be sent to the Advertisement Manager, The
Sailplane & Glider, 43 Chancery Lane. London, W.C.2., at least ten days prior to the date of pub
lication of the issue in which the advertisements are to appear. Rates on application.

Telephone-HOLborn 030.9.



OF STATIONERS, JEWELLERS AND STORES.

OVER50STYLES INWRITINGSETS

PEN OF
PROVED PERFORMANCE

For Travellers :-Waterman's Traveller's Filler-the "Linsden," filled
with I-VatC1'1I/.a?I'S London made lNK. In smart tltiliJy (coloured) case, 2/6

The Pen Book free from L. G. Sloane Ltd.
The Pen Corner, Kingsway, Lonoon, W.C.2.

Of one thing you can be sure: Whoever receives a
W aterman's Pen from you will treasure it for life.

Waterman's is a gi~t that can be used every day. It
means lifetime writing comfort for the recipient.

W aterman's gold nibs glide over the paper with
effortless ease. They are world famous [or smooth~

ness and durability.

The Waterman range of Pens, Pencils, Writing Sets
and Desk Stands is so varied that every requirement
can be met. The coloured models are remarkable
examples of pen artistry_

In choosing Waterman's, for your OW11 use or for
gifts, you have the finest fountain pen that money
can buy. 48 years' proved perfomal1ce. Empire
made.

THE

"Lady Patricia"
The

.£1 Pen

Set No. 55
C.ontaining
WATERMAN'S
New £I Pen
with Penciland
Combined Poc
ket Knife and
Leller Opener
-aUto match,
in attractive
Presentation
Case· - • 35/-

THE £1 PEN
In Colours and
Jet. (Also in
smaller size for
Ladies). Pencil
to match - 7/6

The
Lady Pabida
5 coloun 25/-.
Penciltomatch
15/-. The Set in
smart case 40/-

THE FOREMOST GLIDER IN PENS




